Pacing Spikes All Over
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ABSTRACT: Ventricular safety pacing (VSP) is used to avoid cross talk by delivering ventricular stimulus shortly after an atrial-paced event if ventricular-sensed event occurs. Although VSP is a protective feature that exists for decades in different pacing devices, there are some reports of unfavorable outcomes of this algorithm. More so, health care providers sometimes face difficulties in interpreting and dealing with VSP strips. This case report discusses an important pacemaker algorithm and encourages further attention to possible pitfalls and hence avoids unnecessary interventions.
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 case Presentation

We present a case of 57-year-old man with dual-chamber permanent pacemakers (PPM) implanted initially for sinus node dysfunction who had “pacing spikes all over” on telemetry 1 day after mitral valve repair and coronary artery bypass grafting. On device interrogation, we noted normally functioning dual-chamber pacemaker (50/130 bpm). Atrial and ventricular lead impedance, sensing, and pacing testing were within normal range.

Underlying rhythm was junctional rhythm at 50 bpm. Electrograms (EGMs) showed the following (Figure 1): (a) atrial pacing on R wave followed by ventricular pacing on T wave at programmed atrioventricular delay 300 ms, (b) atrial pacing at the beginning of QRS complex followed by ventricular pacing on R wave at short intervals of 100 ms, and (c) atrial pacing followed by ventricular sensing event at the interval >100 ms. These pacing behaviors were puzzling. In particular, it was unclear why the atrial pacing was introduced on QRS complex, and in other occasions, atrial pacing preceded the QRS and was followed by ventricular pacing 100 ms later. Differential diagnosis at that point was as follows: leads dislodgement after cardiac surgery (as suggested by the manufacturer), atrial lead pacing ventricle, ventricular undersensing, and ventricular loss of capture. Chest x-rays were done prior and post-cardiac surgery and confirmed leads integrity. After reviewing EGMs, we believe that these episodes represent ventricular safety pacing (VSP), which is nonprogrammable feature in all Biotronik devices.

In this particular case, VSP was not triggered by ventricular oversensing but by underlying junctional rhythm coincidently going at the same rate (50 bpm) as atrial pacing and the QRS complexes are falling into Safety Pacing Window (100 ms). The initial 30 ms of Safety Window is blanked which explains pacing on T wave. In final programming we increased lower pacemaker rate to 60 bpm to override junctional rhythm, which solved the issue.

Discussion

Several Algorithms have been introduced over the years to enhance PPM and implantable cardioverter defibrillator (ICD) function.1,2 Cross talk is a serious complication that might occur in dual-chamber PPMs and ICDs.3 Ventricular safety pacing is a vital pacemaker function that prevents inhibition of ventricular pacing due to oversensing of an atrial pacing impulse on the ventricular channel, yet VSP algorithm is not entirely without pitfalls.4-6

We present a unique case where a simple algorithm, such as VSP, gets confused by the patient’s underlying rhythm. In rare cases, ventricular sensing immediately after atrial pacing can be due to coinciding junctional rhythm. In our case scenario, atrial pacing was on or immediately before the QRS, and the following junctional beat activated the VSP algorithm. A simple intervention such as increasing lower pacemaker rate has solved the issue. This has avoided further untimely ventricular pacing, and hence, the device continued to function normally. Increasing lower rate not only solved the issue but also eliminated the junctional rhythm and thus confirmed the diagnosis.

Physicians and nurses involved in the care of patients with devices should be familiar with such algorithms’ pitfalls and hence avoid unnecessary interventions.
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Figure 1. Ventricular safety pacing due to the patient junctional rhythm coinciding with the programmed device lower rate. Ventricular blanking after atrial pacing = 30 ms and safety pacing window = 100 ms including ventricular blanking.
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